Abstract
Introduction

42
Bacteria play a central role in the biotechnology industry and the field of synthetic biology is 43 rapidly growing towards the generation of novel tools and protocols for the engineering of 44 these organisms 1 
S1
). In this sense, we hypothesize that an optimal terminator screening strategy would require 93 these elements to be first validated in the organism of interest and only then assayed in E. coli.
94
The overall strategy used in this work is schematically represented in Fig. 1 GFPlva (Fig. 1) . Table S1 ). These clones were randomly named T1 to T20 106 and were used for further experimental validation as described below. sequence. As these algorithms are designed to search for typical Rho-independent 124 transcriptional terminator motifs, a hairpin structure followed by a poly-U tract, the presence 125 of Rho-dependent terminators or even unusual Rho-independent terminators in the 126 metagenomic sequences cannot be discarded, considering the diverse phylogenetic origin of 127 the DNA sequences screened 26, 27 .
129
The novel transcriptional terminators display broad host-range activity
130
Once we identified candidate terminators in P. putida, we further characterize these sequences noting that these three sequences were very short (between 58 and 181 bp long) (Table S1) , 138 resulting thus into promising new sequences for transcriptional termination in P. putida. The 139 terminator effect was maintained for all constructs over a period of 8 hours (Fig. 2B) . As 
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As shown in Fig. 3A-B were analyzed in B. phymatum and the two psychrotolerant Pseudomonas strains (Fig. 3C-H terminator in all strains and a host-dependent efficiency for T7, T9 and T12 was observed.
168
Also, the introduction of these constructs in all four strains did not cause any defect in growth 169 under the experimental conditions assayed (Fig. S3) . Taken together, these results
170
demonstrate that the novel terminators identified in this work are highly functional in a broad 171 range of bacterial strains. we decided to investigate how the newly-identified terminators behave at the single-cell level.
195
For this purpose, the three best terminators (T1, T7 and T9) were assayed by flow cytometry were used with default parameters. 
